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About This Game

Shark Simulator is a WTF physics sandbox. Play as Ed the shark, and give those tourists a vacation they will remember!

Shark Simulator is about causing as much trouble as you can on a paradise island. Wreck an entire city using nothing but your
jaw (at least in the beginning).

Key Features

 You can be a shark

 Discover a paradise island full of surprises

 Tons of tourists to slaughter

 Fierce cops eager to hunt you down

 Mighty equipments to help you rule the world

 Powerful weapons to make a true war machine out of you

 Spend your hard-earned money in many shops
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Title: Shark Simulator
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Aerilon Studios
Publisher:
Aerilon Studios
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible, 16-bit

English
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Finally, an actual hidden object game. Not random hidden object parts of a puzzle game, but an actual game where 90% is
object finding, and 10% (solvable) puzzles. Love it!. arguably the best crow-related video game. Excellent story rich game with
an exciting and thrilling plot and puzzles.. Unfortunate game, as others mentioned game has terrible white tint at first,
developers have stated this is due to revive overlay, and after turning off it did correct the issue. However this is a really weird
perspective you feel about 1\/3 of the size of the enemy. Ranged is dangerous unless you play character with bow as he has
unlimited ammo. Game has potential just needs a lot of attention to make it more engaging.. Honestly this DLC looks amazing.
And I'm satisfied my main(Nico) has a gorgeous wedding costume. Keep up the good work Team Ninja\/Koei Tecmo

 Glad I pre-purchased the season pass . thank you, for this amazing game, Michael \u2665. Another enjoyable story, and one
that doesn't end halfway through this time. There are still bugs to be ironed out in places however.. I'm a sucker for Platform
games and I love the style of this one...looks great and plays very well too!
Nicely done...!!!
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Stand aside Tetris! Tidalis is an awesome puzzle game form the Indie Developers Arcen Games. It has plot, blocks, lovable
characters and TREASURE! I have 100% achievements and 90+ hours, can't recommend this enough!. Video Review\/First
Impressions:  RIGHT HERE

So it's 89 cents and I had a great time with it for the time I played. I can't even buy a Coke for 89 cents. So with that in
mind...
It's a hotline miami knock off with a bear. It packs a good time for what it is. The Graphics were as crappy as expected
but it didn't deter from what the game was. The music was WAY too repetitive but most of the time I forgot it was
there. The gameplay was fun!
Summary, I can certainly say that for the 89 cents I spent. It was definitely worth it. I've played 20 dollar games I liked
less.. It's alright for the price if you like endless runners, but some achievements are also locked behind DLC which is
annoying.. Really enjoying all of the features that come with PlayClaw - Its offering everything I've ever wanted and
more for an affordable, one time, price.. rhythm game wise, not very good. This is really a fantastic title! I have 1.4
hours in so far and have to say I am totally getting my 10 bucks worth! it has a very stylized, simplistic, charming art
style that really just lets you enjoy the game without having to pick part how detailed the art is. I just love the music so
much! the environments are big so the puzzles can span many different rooms and though they aren't the most difficult
in the world they can prove a little challenging and fun to solve. the platforming part is really fun! you just teleport
from place to plavce in this game but the way the devs incorporated it, the locomotion is basically part of the whole
puzzle so that makes it pretty great and also makes for some fun and anxoiusness waiting for the next spot to be open
or free before you get smashed! So yes this really kind of a surprise and should def be played if you feel like some
relaxing medium challange puzzle solveing, fun VR world to play through and some groovy music. If you are looking
for hard puzzles, this won't be your thing. Try Obduction or Phantasma if you really want to cramp your brain
muscle.. This game is Awesome. Probably the most polished VR game I've played. I thoroughly enjoyed the Story
Mode, the voice acting was great, the atmosphere is good, the loading music is good, the ending theme is great. My only
negative criticism is that the level design is confusing. it's often unclear where you are supposed to go, or what you are
supposed to do. you are often crawling through vent systems or looking through every single cubicle for a Key card or
something, this is something that the developers could take note on, because everything else about this game is
brilliant.. ok so its a cheap game that could have been free i mean you have that old game call drag racer V3 that is still
better after all that time than this game. you can do less thing that drag racer v3. this game have less car less
modification\/tuning it the car with who you racing cant win if you dont miss shift and even so it stay far behing. you
cannot realy go head to head against a supra with an bone stock AE86. worst that that the can on the back is clearly
bigger than you even if you are the one near the screen so no depth of field. sorry but even for a game at 30% rebate
that cost me 75 canadian cent it too much. im gonna go back to drag racer v3 if i want to play a 2d drag racing game..
\u53d7\u4e0d\u4e86\u7b2c\u4e94\u7ae0\u4ee5\u540e\u7684\u5267\u60c5\u4e86
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